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In Progress
• EDCA (4)
• Veteran’s Affairs
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GeoVision Assessment

Road Show Kudos
Equalization
I thought it was excellent. We had no idea that the AGO was out there and how
user friendly it could be for us. It has sparked all types of ideas for use within our
office. I am currently working on implementation of custom base maps for each of
our departments and plan to do training sessions with mini groups within our
departments to show our employees how to use the maps to do what they need
and how “not scary” GIS is. Hopefully we can even the apprehensive up and
running.
I am certain once we are utilizing the AGO within our departments it will be an
enormous time saver.
If not for the Roadshow we would have had no idea how to use the technology to
benefit all of our different groups within Equalization.
– Brenda Firestine

IT (eGov)
We appreciate your team taking the time to expand on the abilities of Oakland
County’s GIS technologies. Our staff has a much better understanding of what
data is available and how integration can be leveraged to simplify and enhance
applications and sites. We have already incorporated GIS technologies and data
into two projects (Parks website and Map of the Month) since the GIS Roadshow.
– Cassy Zakens

Homeland Security
The GIS Road Show provided a great way for our staff to easily produce
maps and applications during an incident. Previously we had a few staff
trained on the GIS Desktop but it was very technical and they did not find it
as easy to produce color-coded maps or icons quickly.
The GIS Online gives us availability to the system from remote locations and
visually enhances our ability to present data.
The reporting tool will be very helpful for us to track and review storm data
from our volunteer organizations. IT helped to build the original forms and
we are working to make modifications. This will be one additional tool to
track and present damages after a storm in Oakland County.
The meetings before were very helpful to allow us to outline what we need
and have the IT experts fit in the different capabilities. We had the feeling
that “we don’t know, what we don’t know” and they helped to make
suggestions and fill in the gaps.
– Sarah Stoddard

